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Environmental Analysis Environmental analysis is a strategic tool which helps in identifying all the external
and internal elements that affects organizational performance. His "EPRG" scheme identified four types of
attitudes or orientations associated with successive stages in the evolution of international operations. High
income producers, once enjoying a monopoly in their own market, now face competition at home. An example
is given below figure 1. Although the fundamentals of marketing remain the same and are universally
applicable, the flexibility of marketing decisions is limited by a variety of uncontrollable factors in
international markets. Similarly organisations may refuse to devolve activities to local subsidiaries. Many
women look to the dove product because they provide a wide range of cleansing and personal care products
that make a genuine difference to the condition and feel of your skin and hair. The study of international
markets is based on the following characteristics: 1 products industries, types of products, manufacturers,
methods and forms of sales and service of products 2 consumers industries, types of products, manufacturers
and buyers, goals and methods of consumption 3 location of the market region, country, territory. An example
of these is flowers from Kenya to Holland. Thereby, it is important for PRADA to be aware of product
regulations, employment regulations, and health and safety regulation of the country. Peace in Mozambique,
the "normalisation" of South Africa, and peace in Vietnam as examples have opened up the way for domestic
growth and also, therefore, foreign investment. Technology has been one of the single most powerful driving
forces to internationalism. Legal factors: Moreover, PRADA should analyze all the legislative changes of the
country in which it is going to expand its business. These models could be suggested as solutions to overcome
the challenges of international markets and barriers to growth and development could be handled
painstakingly Kotabe and Helsen,  This allows transferring a lot of raw data into meaningful information.
Normalized on scale, China 7. Governments of many countries are in favor of globalization because it can
help in growing the economy of the country. Utilization of production capacity vi. International Marketing
Marketing is a very big term and has huge advantages for an organization. These are as follows: Loss of
culture: Unconventionally, people of a specific country follow its culture and traditions from old time
Hultman, Katsikeas and Robson,  The detail involved in this intricate transaction will be explained in later
chapters. The "round" of talks began with Kennedy in the 60s and Tokyo of the 70s. Thereby, PRADA have to
consider all social factors of the country in which the firm is interested to expand its business. The partnership
flourished making the company a gaining name as principled manufacturer of high quality consumer goods
sold at competitive prices. Both types of studies provide a comprehensive study examining objects such as the
market, consumers, and competitors. International furniture companies have stepped up their pace of entering
into China market to take advantage of the opportunities, company like Air land based in Hong Kong now
manufactures foreign brands beddings and mattress for the market, Ashley furniture a major American brand
has expanded into China at a major scale, a global f Individuals or organisations may get involved in
International Marketing in a rather unplanned way which gives the impetus to more formal and larger
operations. This is called International marketing. Culture plays a vital part in the internationalisation process.
Defining the problem and research objectives. Global marketing always refers to the globalization. When
planning to do global marketing, a number of "environmental" factors have to be considered but generally one
is looking for "unifying" or "differentiating" influences which will dictate a "standard or "adapted" planning
approach. In one year alone Doves product sold 2. More will be said on these factors in later chapters. It has
grown rapidly and has developed into a well-known name. This may be due to colonialisation late into the
twentieth century. Whilst on the one hand this is good, as the USA is committed to world welfare
development, it can be at a price.


